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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The hard-sphere lattice gas is a crude model of a real continuum 
fluid, a very complicated system which has as yet resisted adequate 
description. The lattice gas calculation is useful for the following 
reasons. First it exhibits a phase transition associated purely with 
infinite repulsive forces.^ In this sense, it is similar to the 
melting of solid argon at high temperatures. Second, the lattice gas 
can be used to test more elaborate theories. Third, calculations on 
two-dimensional lattice gas models can often be carried out without 
introducing approximations which are strictly inconsistent with the 
model. This kind of approximation has arisen in continuum liquid models, 
and has led to results which are difficult to interpret.
In this thesis, a study has been made of a particular lattice 
gas using a statistical mechanics method which is particularly suited 
for studying the statistical properties of the solid phase and surface 
tension between solid regions of different orders.
To study the equilibrium properties of any system using statisti­
cal mechanics, it is necessary to specify the intermolecular interaction. 
For a two-dimensional hard-sphere lattice gas system, the position of a 
molecule in space is restricted to the sites of a lattice. The lattice 
sites may be vacant or occupied by at most one "hard sphere," thus 
multiple occupancy of sites is forbidden. There are infinite repulsions 
between two particles on nearest neighbor sites, but no force exists if
1
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the particles are further apart (see Fig. 1.1).
The triangular lattice shown In Fig. 1.2 Is particularly useful 
as It mimics the two-dimensional continuum "hard-dlsk” model (pictured 
as coins on a flat surface). This can be seen by comparing the closest- 
packed structure In Fig. 1.2 with closest-packed hard disks— both 
structures are hexagonal. Figure 1.3 shows that three closest-packed 
lattice gas structures are possible, one centered on sites A, another 
on sites B, and the other on sites C. One may think of these closest- 
packed structures as three different solid phases. This classification 
of lattice sites, that Is, the Idea of sublattices. Is essential, since 
we wanted to Investigate to see If the state of the boundary can force 
occupation of one particular sublattice. If the boundary can force 
occupation of a single sublettIce, even In a very large system, the 
system exhibits long range order.
2Previous work on this model has been done by Gaunt and by
Runnels and Combs. Both are "exact" methods. Gaunt based his analysis
on exact series expansions of the grand canonical partition function.
It Is expanded at low densities In powers of the activity Z, and at high
densities In power of Z' - 1/Z. His calculation Indicated a continuous
transition between the solid and "liquid" at an activity Z * 11.05, and
at a density p/pg - 0.839, where Pq Is the closest-packed density.
Runnel and Combs used a well-known matrix method to evaluate the
grand canonical partition function. Their results were similar to those
of Gaunt, showing that a transition occurs at a density p/p_ » 0.837.0
The systems used In this theory are of infinite L and finite width M.
It is well known that no transition occurs in such systems, so they
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(a) allowed (b) disallowed
Fig. 1.1 Configuration of Triangular Lattice Gas
Fig. 1.2 Closest-packed Configuration
Fig. 1.3 Classification of Lattice Sites
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Inferred the phase transition by letting M approach infinity by graphical 
extrapolation. Thus the method corresponds to first letting L “ 
followed by M ̂  ». With such a procedure, ihformation obtained turns 
out to be the average of the three phases. In this thesis, the Exact 
Finite Method (EFM) will be modified by letting L and M become infinite 
simultaneously in a special way. By doing this, statistical information 
is obtained about the individual phases, and the order-parameter and 
surface tension can be calculated.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2 
DEVELOPMENT
The matrix approach to the nearest-neighbor lattice systems is
4well known. This technique is reviewed briefly, then group theory is 
applied to exploit the symmetry properties inherent in the systems, in 
order to simplify the computation. A two-dimensional triangular lattice 
finite in both dimensions is considered. For convenience, the lattice Is 
deformed as shown in Fig. 2.1. Then some edge effects are removed by 
forcing the top and bottom rows to be in the same state. This is
equivalent to wrapping the two-dimensional system onto the surface of a
cylinder. Let the cylinder length be L sites and circumference H sites; 
there are a total of B " L x M sites. Any configuration of the entire 
lattice can be specified in terms of the numbers and arrangements of 
molecules on each of the L rings of sites. An index v is used to label 
the possible states of a ring, thus, in specifying the state of the 1 
ring an index is used. In this way, a particular state of the system
may be specified by giving values for each of the indices, •••
The Interaction between two rings is specified by a matrix with 
elements P(v, v'), where v and v* describe the states on the neighboring 
rings ;
P(v. V -) - .-E(v.V)/KT ( 2 . 1 )
Here Z, the activity, is defined so that it asymptotically 
approaches the number densities at low densities
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Z p (small Z and p) (2.2)
N(v), N(v'), are the numbers of particles in ring states v and v*, 
respectively; and E(v, v’> is the interaction energy between particles 
in neighboring rings. It is infinite for incompatible ting states and 
zero otherwise.
The grand canonical partition function 5(B, Z) is
N(v ,*«-v ) -E(v .•••v-)/KT 
E(B. Z) - j; Z  ̂ ^ e 1 ^ (2.3)
where N(v,,*•*v_), the total number of molecules in lattice, is equal to 1 L
N(v . • • • V  ) « N(v ) + N(v ) + N(v-) (2.4)1 li I 2 1#
and E(v^ , • • *Vĵ ) , the configuration energy, contains the interactions
between rings plus perhaps some special interactions E(v ), and E(v.)1 L
involving end rings:
E(v^''"V^) - E(Vj) + E^v^.Vg) + E(V2»Vg) +
+ “ • (2-5)
The summation is over all v **■ v. combinations, that is, over all
states of the system.
Equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 show that the grand
canonical partition function H may be expressed as
N(v )/2 -E(v )/KT 
= * I Z e P(Vj,V2 ) P(v2 ,p3 )
-E(v )/KT N(v )/KT
••• ' Z (2.6)
The summation corresponds to matrix operation, so Eq. 2.6 may be written;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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5 =  ̂ ^  (2»7)
where ^  Is a column matrix with elements
<|>(v) * exp jjE(v)/KT + (-Cnz) — (2.8)
is the transpose, and P is the matrix whose elements are given in 
Eq. 2.1.
The utility of the matrix formulation of the lattice system is
4the asymptotic relationship,
-Cns - L -tn Xj as L -»■ “ (2.9)
where is the largest eigenvalue of P, with corresponding eigenvector 
0^, that is,
P • 8 - X, 0, (2.10)
—  —1 1 —1
Through the grand canonical partition function, all bulk thermodynamic 
information can be obtained by the two equations.
P/KT - j InE (2.11)
Bp - <N> - * (2.12)d Z
Here, p is the dimensionless number density. From Eqs. 2.9, 2.11, and 
2.12, the pressure is given by
P/KT - M“  ̂in Xj (2.13)
and the density by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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dX
p - <z/MX^) (2.14)
Eqs. 2.9 through 2,14 are exact, providing the system Is sufficiently 
large; or more precisely, they hold in the limits L » and M -» =.
While there are some statistical properties of the bulk phase
5available from and 6^, others are not.
Changing the width of the system from L to 2 • 3N+1, the size 
of a ring from M to 3M and using Dirac's bracket notation,^ Eq. 2.6 
can be written as:
E - (2.15)
And the probability distribution for the center ring in state v is 
given by
>
Pfv3««l - — ------------------ ' «.16)
where |*> describes the edge rings through Eq. 2.7. Equation 2.7 may 
be expanded in terms of the eigenvectors 0^ of P
|*> - Cj0j> + C2|0g> + ••• C^le^> (2.17)
where 0^ is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue X^. 
Substitution of Eq. 2.17 into Eq. 2.16 gives
l'*3N+lJ ■ E
X 3N
= * “zCxf) '"sN+ll*:' * ' " ' I *  (2.18)
where X^ is the largest eigenvalue of P.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1Ree and Chesnut have shown that in the case M finite N -»> <» the 
limit of etc., is zero, accordingly Eq. 2.18 becomes
“ H a N + J ^ l ^ P  N », M finite (2.19)
Since in Eq. 2.18, the boundary influences the interior distribution 
through Cj, »*, it is obvious the influence of the boundary is lost
in Eq. 2.19 and we say there is no long-range order.
To obtain long-range order, consider a system with N » M. If
3Mthe limit of » etc. does not approach zero as M -► « the
boundary can affect the interior distribution through C^, ". This
is the condition for long-range order.
Notice from Eq. 2.18 that when long-range order is present, more 
eigenvectors than just |8^> are necessary for the statistical description 
of a ring. One problem we must look at is how to describe a ring in a 
particular phase. A reasonable way to proceed is to force the two rings 
into a closest-packed structure on sublattice A. This will have the 
effect of encouraging occupation of sublattice A in the interior, so the 
description of the center ring under these circumstances will be a
description of a ring in phase A.
Following this reasoning, the "end vector" is chosen to be
one for the closest-packed configuration on sublattice A and zero for 
all other configurations. As seen in Eq. 2.7, this can be done through 
the proper choice of the special energy E(v) controlling the ends. It 
can be shown through group theory that the chosen * has components in 
only three of the irreducible representations of the group of rotation 
operators which rotate configurations on a ring of sites. It follows
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that P̂ **|(J>, the Important ingredient in Eq. 2.16 for the ring distribu­
tion, also has components only in these same irreducible representations. 
Therefore, to describe a ring in phase A, it is necessary to find eigen­
vectors of P belonging to the important irreducible representations 
mentioned above. The following summarizes the necessary group theory 
for this problem. This is fairly standard , as both Runnels, Combs, 
Chesnut and Ree make use of group theory.
Using Dirac's bracket rotation, the transfer matrix P<v,v') ■ 
zN(v)/2 zN(v')/2 ^-E(v,v')/KT^ may be written as P(v,v') - <v|p|v>,
where |v> is a base vector corresponding to state v of a ring of sites. 
There are as many base vectors as there are ring states. This is the 
matrix whose eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be obtained through a 
symmetry reduction.
It is convenient to classify the states of a ring as basic 
figures and "rotation figures of the basic figure." In this way, all 
of the states which can be rotated into each other are said to be 
rotation figures of the same basic figure. For example, in the 3 x N 
systems, a, b, and c, are three rotation figures of the same basic 
figure, as is shown in Fig. 2.2. Let a, r represent the r*̂  ̂rotation 
figure of the basic figure then.
a " 1, 2, number of basic figures
r ■ 1, 2, • • • na
where n^ is the number of rotation figures associated with the a
basic figure. In this way, the index v is replaced by a pair of indices,
o and r, and [v> |a, r>.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 2.1 The Transformation of Triangular Lattice
empty site
o
• : occupied site
Fig. 2.2 Rotation Figures of a Basic Figure
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The next step Is to obtain a representation of P with respect to 
a new set of base vectors, which belong to the irreducible representation 
of the rotational group E, R, R^^ ^, where E is the unit operator,
and R is a rotation of the ring of sites by an angle 2ir/3H. (The 
circumference is still 3M.) Thus,
R|o,r> = |a, r+l> (2.20)
where n^ + 1 is read as 1.
The irreducible representations of the group are:
E, R, R^, ' ' R^^"^
1 1 1  1
1 (Ü
1 w' w' w"
1 w2(3M-l) ^(3M-1)(3M-1)
where w « exp(i 2ir/3M). A particular irreducible representation can be 
labeled with an index x, which takes on the value of the exponent of w
in the representation of R. It can be verified that jot, x>, the base of 
the x^^ irreducible representation associated with basic figure a is of 
the form:
|a. - -=Z I r> (2.21)r-1
Also, for a given a, the irreducible representations present are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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X . M  . 1, M  . 2, , 3M (2.22)
The matrix element of P with respect to the |a, x> vectors can 
be shown to be
v̂ïï—  **
<a, x|p|e, x*> * — - I yX(t~l) t|p|G, 1> 6 , (2.23)
^  t=l
where 6^^, is the Kronecker-delta function. Since elements with 
different x vanish, the matrix has a block form. For the matrix elements 
to exist, Eq. 2.22 requires
X = . integer and x = * integer (2.24)
From Eqs. 2.23 and 2.24 the matrix associated with specific 
irreducible representation can be found. The maximum dimension of the 
matrix is the number of basic figures. But for some irreducible 
representations, rows and columns corresponding to certain basic 
figures will be absent, due to the fact that Eq. 2.24 is not satisfied.
Now let us go back to the problems of describing a single phase. 
The vector |<j>> has components only in the irreducible representations 
3M, 2H, M, so as discussed earlier, eigenvectors belonging to these 
particular irreducible representations are sought. It is known that 
|0^>, with the largest eigenvalue, belongs to 3M; let and |8g> be
the eigenvectors with largest eigenvalues belonging to the representa­
tions 2M and 3M, respectively. Equation 2.18 now becomes (taking N = M,
the system is now 3M sites in circumference and 2(3M) + 1 rings long)
(2.25)P.{v} a A C j< V i | e ^ >  +  c ^ ( ^ )  <v |e^>  +  C3 ( 5 ^ )  <v |e . >
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where» from Eq. 2.17
* <8^|*> (2.26)
and where the subscript A indicates the ring distribution is for phase A.
There are several important properties which may be obtained 
from P^. The density of the sublattice A is given by
p* - %  I (2.27)
where N^(v) is the number of particles on site A» when the ring is in
state V. Similarly, the sublattice densities P g  and p ^ ,  are given by
" 3M ̂ ̂ A (2.28)
^ ̂ A (2.29)
The maximum density of each sublattice is one third, the total density 
p is
P - Pa  + Pb pQ (2.30)
The order parameter R is defined as follows:
R " 3(jp^-Pg|) (2.31)
At closest-packed structure with molecules centered on sites A, 
p^ " 1/3, pg - 0, the order parameter is one, when two sublattices are 
equally occupied then R ■ 0. The order parameter is used to signal the 
occurrence of the phase transition.
The surface tension between regions of opposite order can also 
be obtained from the phase description. Let Fg be the description of a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ring In phase B - can be obtained from P^ through a rotation. Then
the surface tension between the two ordered "phases" A and B, y has been 
shown by Woodbury^ to be
- I I (P^{v}-Pg{v>) ixi P^ {v} (2.32)
V
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, numerical calculations are carried out for two 
systems of circumference three and six. The actual numerical work for 
each system Is done in two separate computer programs written In 
Kingstran language (see Appendix).
In the first stage of the programs, the computer takes a list of 
all the basic figures and a specific value of Z as Input data, and 
generates all the possible rotation figures by appropriate symmetry 
operation. Then, the elements of each block matrix are computed 
according to Eq. 2.23. The second stage comprises the computations of 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each block matrix for a specific 
value of Z. These are obtained by repeated multiplication of a trial 
vector by the block matrix. The trial vector will converge to the 
maximum eigenvectors. These eigenvectors are transformed back to the 
original representation and converted Into probability distributions 
by Eq. 2.25. From these, the pressure P/KT Is calculated from Eq. 2.13, 
sublattice densities and total density from Eqs. 2.27, 2.28, 2.29, 2.30, 
order parameter R from 2.31. Finally the surface tensions are calculated 
according to 2.32.
Results are obtained for values of activity Z ranging from 
ZtiZ - -2 to JbnZ ■ 2 In steps of 0.1 and they are presented in Fig. 3.1 
to Fig. 3.3.
Figure 3.1 Is a plot of P/KT versus p. In Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3,
the order parameter and surface tension are plotted against ^nZ. As the
16
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activity Increases, the order parameter and surface tension Increase 
slowly at first, then Increase sharply after a certain point. These 
phenomena are more obvious for the larger system than the smaller one, 
and are good Indications of the occurrence and nature of phase 
transitions.
Comparing the results of this method with that of EFM, the 
densities and activities at which the transitions occur are In general 
agreement with the EFM, as can be seen In Figs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
The main feature of this method Is the calculations of the order 
parameter R and surface tension of the modified EFM. As a pilot project, 
the approximations for two systems with M » 1 and M » 2 were calculated. 
The results Indicate this method Is feasible, and justify the application 
of this method to larger systems.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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APPENDIX
-Program of 3 * N System__
' IDTMENSION Ml 12)  * M3 ( 2 ) * N 1 1 2 *31 # N2 ( 2 * 3 )  • N3< 2 * 3 »  •
1 N R F ( 2 I
 T?rAt)“ l OOV ( M K  17"*— Pî̂ ï *2 )
READ 1 0 0 .  I M 2 U ) *  1 = 1 * 2 )
 READ 100.-CM3(Ir»-|*l*Z»
DO 10 1 = 1 * 2
N 1 I 1 * J ) = M 1 ( | ]
----------M 2 t T T a ) * M 2 t n ----------------------------------------
N 3 « I * J ) = M 3 ( I )
11 NS1=N311.J)-----------------------
N S 2 - N K  I * J )
 N S 3 = N 2 I I * J >  ■  -------------- ------ ----------------
TYPE 1 0 4 .  I . J .  N S I *  N S 2 *  NS3 
 ------ r r " ( N S l - M l  ( 7 T T T 2 T  1 3 *  1 2 ------------
13 I F  < N S 2 - M 2 < I I )  1 2 *  1 4 *  12
1 4 ----- I F  ~ tN S 3 -M 3t  I  11 1 2 *  1 5 *  1 2 -------------
15 N R F ( I ) = J— —— —* —  ̂ ■ J ■ — —— — — - — •* •—
12 J = J + l
 PUNCH 103 * ' I *—U * M S I  *—NS2 r -NS3"
N K  I *J )= N S 1
 H Z ( I * J ) * N S 2   ----------------------------------------
N 3 ( I • J )= N S 3
 GO TO 11
10 CONTINUE
-----------NR=0~
DO 30  NXR=1*3
N X = 4 - N X R  —
DO 30 1 = 1 * 2
DO 3 0  I P  = I *  N R F d l  
M U L = N R F ( I l + l - I P  
•NRE» (3«MUL * /NRFC I r
I F  (N R E -N X)  3 0 *  3 4 *  30£̂~ - . » — • g  ̂ - -- ~ —' -r ... .. . .
NC=0
DO 3 0  J P = 1 . N R F ( J )
   MULP=NRF)J)  + 1"JP  ■     —  
NC=NC+l
NREP=( 3 *M U LP] / N R F ( J ) -------------
I F  (NR F P -N X)  37 * 3 8 *  37
37 PUNCH 1 0 1 *  NR* NC —  .........
GO To 30
38■ —  DO 30 K = 1 *NRF( I )--------  ------- -------- ------
KW=K-1
.............. NEW=NX*KW
L = < N l ( t * K ) * N l ( J * I ) ) « < N l ( J t I ) + N 2 ( I » X ) I *  
2<N2< 1 , K ) * N 2 W , 1  ) ) *C N2< J *  1 )*>N3t I  * K I ) *  
3CN3I I * K ) . N 3 (  J , 1  t ) « ( N 3 (  J .  1 )-*Nl ( I *K )  )
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, IF (L-1) 40,41, 41*^Q NE*%) -- — ——-------------  —  ——  ---
, GO TO 42
”41-- NF=6-N 1 < T , K1 - N2 * 1 * K )-N3 ( I ,»: )-N1 ( J , 1J-N2 < J, 1 »-N3 « J » 1 »
42 PUNCH 102 ,1» J, NRtNC, K» NEW, NE
100 FORMAT (215)
102 FORMAT (7110)
10 3--FORMAT--(515)----      — ----- — -------
104 FORMAT (515)
a
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C 2 J 2 . 2 ) .  Ç3±Z*2\_ D j M f : N S | ON C K 2 . 2 i . ____________________________________________
1MU</, ) ,  M A < 4 ) ,  MFC/ , ) *  Ü A ( 4 ) ,  DBC4)»  MAC 3 ) .  A l  ( 2  * 2 ) *  
_2A 3 C 7 * 2 ) .  n C ( 4 ) ,  ASC / , ) »  P.&C4>» C S C 4 ) .  AOC41*  HÜ ( 4 ) »
DI MFMSI ON FnCORMC 5 0 ) *
aBFCA . * r F ( 4 ) ,  PNC 3 *„4 jL l_P l3 .tâ .L j-J lU L L jL
A2C2 *2 ) » 
C 0C4 ) »  A F ( 4 )
4 Ü 3 < 2 ) *  
_Ü£AD_1Ü4jl.
4UÜ.
J Ü 2 j _
READ
REAP
P 1 C 2 ) ,  P 2 C 2 ) »  P 3 C 2 ) ,  AN0RMC2 ) .  EVC3)  
CMR C n *  C - l * 4 ) »  ( M A C n *  1 = 1 , 4 ) ,  ( N F C I ) ,  1 = 1 * 4 )
C(PNC I , J )2* AÜBii » 1 = 1 * 3 ) *  J * 1 * 4 )
DO 31 NX= 1 * 3  
_AiLBB_=ÇL.Ü____
PUNCH 6 U 1 ,  NX 
 _________
I F  ( N X - 3 )  7 *  6 *
6 -NÇ = 2
READ 5 U 1 ,  ( C A l C l . J ) *  1 = 1 * 2 ) *  J = l * 2 ) ,  ( C A 2 ( I * J ) ,  1 = 1 * 2 ) *  J = l * 2 )  
J^l(!a<.I.*.J.).*..-.L^________________________________________
READ 5U1» ( C C H I * J ) *  1 = 1 * 2 ) ,  J = l * 2 ) ,  C C C 2 < I * J ) ,  1 = 1 * 2 ) »  J = l * 2 )
1 , C (C3 ( 1 . J )  * 1 = 1 * 2 ) ,  J = l * 2 ) _________________________________________ ,__________
READ BÜ6*  C B I C I ) ,  1 = 1 * 2 ) *  ( 8 2 ( 1 ) *  1 = 1 * 2 ) ,  ( 8 3 ( 1 ) ,  1 = 1 * 2 ) ,
■ 7(MAin*, 1=1.* 2,1______________________ _ _________________
D032  1 = 1 * 2
A l ( I * J ) = b O R T ( C l ( 1 * J ) ) * 2 * * A 1 (1 * J ) 
A2 1 1 * J)=aOr<T (C2 1 1 * J )  ) * 2 * » A 2 ( 1 * J )
3 2 A3 ( 1  * J ) =BORr  C C 3 ( 1 * J ) ) * 2 * * A 3 ( I * J ) 
. A5(  . l  * l  ) _= !_
PUNCH 5 0 1 ,  ( ( A I ( ! , J ) ,  1 = 1 * 2 ) ,  J = l * 2 ) ,  ( < A 2 C I , J ) *  1 = 1 * 2 ) ,  J = l * 2 )
1 * (  CA3 ( 1 . J ) ,  1 = 1 * 2 ) *  J = l * 2 ) ___________________________________________________
6 0  TO 75
_7_ R£A Q_8 04_* B K l ) ,  Q? ( ] ) * 8 3 ( 1 ) ,  MA ( 1 )_________
READ 5 0 2 ,  À 1 ( 1 * 1 ) ,  A 2 ( l , l ) ,  A 3 ( l * l )  
r e a p 5 0 2 *  C l  I I  * 1 1 *  C 2 ( l y U r  ,.C?,( l \ l )_________
NC = 1 
DO 33_ 33DO 
A l ( 1 , J 1
J = 1 , NC
T ( C l ( I * J ) ) * 2 * * A l ( I * J )
A?(  1 * J ) = 5 ( J k T (C2 (  r , J )  ) * 2 * * A 2 (  I , J)
33 A3 I I  * J ) = i i O R T ( C 3 (  I * J )  ) * 2 * X A 3  ( I , J )
PUNCH 5 0 2 ,  A l  ( 1 * 1 ) ,  A 2 ( l , n *  A3 ( 1 * 1 )
.7 5_D0_ 5 .. ___________ __ _______ ____________
P ] ( I ) = 0 ,
 i l 2 J l ) . 5 Q , .
P 3 ( I I = Ü .
 D£L_îi_.J.=.L»f;Ü
TR1= + A K  I , J ) * a 3 (  J)- tA2C l * J ) * U 2 I  J I + A 3  
_fb.2 .(. I ..* JJJLU LL-JJ + A 2JULjLOJJiLi:UO-.Ll^
II*J)»B1(J) I1,J)*U2(J)
TB3= Al  l I * j  ) * ! î2 I J)  +A2 ( I * J )  * t î l  ( J ) +A3
i = m i + p j j . u __________________________
P2 ( I ) = Î I>2 + P2 ( I )
_ E X U X = J i l i t £ 3 .L lJ . . . .  ............ ............. ................
{ I » J ) ( J )
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0 0  35 1 = 1 , NC
AMnwfv.r I i = P i  ( I n * « ? + p ' 3 <  n * « ? - P i  ( 1 1 -  _ _
• 35
3 P 2 U  ) * P 3  1 I l - P l  C I )  » P 3 U  ) 
A8liP  = ABbü + ANuNMI I )
BMONM = 1 . 0 / SOPT ( AiinO )
DO 55 I = 1 ,MC .. . . .. . .... ....................... ...  .. ______ ____
811 1 ) = P l U  )*GMORM
B2( I ) = P 2 (  I 1 »fV-10P.v|
55 U 3 I I ) = P 3 I  1 ) *oMORM 
8MUP/, = SOi<f I A 8 8 8 )
F3MUPM IK.) =BMUPF.
PUNCH 6 0 1 .  K
I F  I K - 1 1  2 8 ,  2 0 ,  85
B5 N = K- 1
CR=Ü.OÜC001
0 1 F= A",S ( ( t= ( K 1 -FHMOKi-; I N ) )  / F I YORM ( K l )
I F  ( D I F - C r t )  1 1 9 ,  1 1 9 , 2 8
?n .ADSU = 0 . C ...............  ........
K=K+1  
GO TO 75
119 EV( NX)  =B!'iOPM
PUNCH 6 0 4 ,  NX,  FV ( NX )
H = 0 , 0
on 15 5 1 = 1 , 4
DA( 1 > = 0 ,
DR 1 I 1 =0 .
DC<1 ) = 0 ,
X = M F ( I )
5 = 1 . / I  SORT I X ) )
DO 15 5. J.=.l.tMC _ ..... ............ . .................
I F  ( M A I I ) - N A ( J ) )  9 1 , 9 2 , 9 1
91 COA=0.
c o a = ü .
c o c = o .
GO TO 23
97 I F = M R ( I l * N X
EA = U i (  J) i«S
EM= G 2 I J ) * 5
EC= B3 I J ) - » 5
2 I F  ( I E - 3 )  9 4 ,  9 5 ,  93
93 I E = I L - 3  
GO TO 2
94 IF 111. -1 )  ‘' 8 ,  9 9 ,  98
98 I F  ( 1F . - 2 )  9 5 ,  21 J 95
99 COA=+EB 
COtJ= + EC
COC=EA
GO TO 2 3
21 COA=+KC
COB=LA
coc=r.r*
GO ro 23
95 COA=FA
COtl=|.'i
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COC=EC 
-23 ÜA.LU.=ÛA-UJ-±CÛ/i-
Dfi( I l  =ÜBI  I J +CÜB-P-CJu-agj-jLt-c tic.
CONTINUE 
DO 7P0 Is a i iL .
7 0 0  H=H + D A ( I  I * * 2 + D Ü ( I l * * 2 + D C (  I l « * 2 - 0 A ( I  1 * D 0 « I I - O H ( 1 } * D C ( I | - D A ( I  l * D C ( I I
 i±=süjmj±L
DO 500  1 = 1 , 4  
DA<1 l = D A ( I l / H
D B ( I l = D B I I l / H  
_3Üû PC< 1 >=DC< l.KH
1 F ( ( \ X - 3 I  9 0 7 ,  9 0 6 ,  907  
9 0 6  DO 7 0 6  1 = 1 , 4 ______________
A S n  I =DA(  I I 
C 5 < I l = DB ( I I  
CSC 1 I = D C ( I l 
7 0 6  PUNCH 6 0 6 ,  A S d l .  BS< I l  ,  C S t l )
GO TO 31 
9 0 7  I F  ( N X - 2 )  9 0 2 , _904 i_9O 2_
9 0 4  DO 704 1 = 1 , 4
_________A 0 ( I  I = 0 A ( I  1
Ü 0 ( 1 l = D B ( I 1 
C O ( 11= D C ( n
704  PUNCH 6 0 5 ,  AO( 1 I , 8 0 ( 1 ) ,  CO( I I  
 GO TO 31 _____________
902  DO 702 1 = 1 , 4  
Afc'l I )=DA(  I I
BEI  I ) = D B t l  ) 
C E ( I I = 0 C ( I 1
70? PUNCH 6 0 5 ,  A E ( I ) ,  BEI  I I ,  C F < I l  
______ËC = EV(NX I_____________________________
31 CONTINUE 
_EA = FV(  3 )
Ë B = E V ( 2 I
PUNCH 6 0 5 , EA, EB.  EC
PUNCH 3 4 6 ,  2
PQiCLsJJ;^^ • JJltLOG LCiy_L
PUNCH 3 0 1 ,  P0K,T
_Eiiali:MZEA).":jL:j .......
t C » ( E C / E A ) * « 1
DO 401  J = l , 4
A = A i  ( K I «es  I J ! +CS ( K I J I + ii$  (K l *B S W  I ,
1+EB*(AÜ(K) XÇO(J)  4-CutK) »AOt J | +MU( K1  »llO( J |  1 
_ 3 + F C «  (_AF I < I « r  f I J I +CF ( KJJi-Ar { J ) K l«>HE( 0 )  I
H = A S “( Kl »A A l'j 1 Hl^tÂI Ï'COI 0 I ■* Cil < I (Ij I 
1 + FP*  I AC I < 1 * AQ1 J I 4-rtO I K I *C'J I J l+CO ( <  I « rio i J I 1
2 + EC* I Af (41 « Ai-( J M  !JE I K I *CE W ) + C E I K |  J |  I
- ,  C = A ij K J  ̂ ) S S . J )  i H5.1 K l ?  AGI 01 +COIK I
1 +EB* I AO (4  I « ro  ( J I I fv I «AU I J I 4-CO « 4 I «Cû ( 0 ) 1
 2 .+£Cli_ACJKij,4KU.liBi.U)«AbUJJ-tCtJ_KL?Ç.[:tJ.LL
4 01  D ( J I = A«A + R»P + C«C-AK L'.-'J«C- A«c 
 -------------------------------------
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DO 50 J=J «4
5 0  & U M  = Ü U M + D  (.J )______
DO 60  J = 1 «4 
6 0  P(  1
P ( Z » 1 ) = P U * 1  )
U ( 3 . 9 ) = p ( 1  , 11 .......................................... ...... ...............
P ( 2 » 3 I = P U » ? )
P ( 3 .  & 1 =P ( 1 ) ------------------------------------
P ( 3 , l ) = P ( 2 * 1 )
P ( 3 * 2 ) = P ( 2 * 2 >
P ( 3 * 3 t = P < 2 t * l
P ( 3 « * ) = P ( 2 i 3 )
DO 60 1 = 1 . 3
S L D t I  1 = 0 . 0
Punch 2 0 2 .  ( p n < i . j > .  j = i . * i
PUNCH 7 0 2 ,  ( J = l « 4 )
DO 70  J = 1 , 4
J O Si n (  t 1=SLD(  I  1 + ( PNI  1 ! , J I  /3 ^ D ....... 1
80 CONTINUE
. SLDS = SLD< 1 14 Sl_D I2 1 + S L D ( 3 1 ________
PUNCH 2 0 0  , S L D ( l ) ,  SL D < 2 ) »  5 L 0 < 3 )  » OLDS 
S T = 0 . 0
0 0  90  J = 1 . 4
QO S T  = S T + ( .  S*  (P_(l  ,  J l - P ( 7 .  J 1 1 * L0C£P (.1 » J l  1 1. .
PUNCH 2 0 1 ,  ST
..GO..T D  .1 _ ..............................
104 K O R V A T ( 1 2 I 5 î
* 0 0 ..FORR'AT ( 1 2 E 5 . 2  )
109 FORMAT( 2F12 . 8 )
. .. a 0 6 FORMAT I 6 F 5 .  1 ,  2.15 1 ........ .......
8 0 * FORMAT ( 3 F 5 , 1 ,  15)
_ -6.0.1 -FQRMATJJS)  ...........................
602
501
FORMAT 1 * 1 5 )  
FORMAT I 1 2 F 6 . 3 1
502 FORMAT ( 3 F 1 0 . 5 )
6  0 * FORMAT( 1 5 . E l * . 8)
6 0 5 FORMAT( 3 F 1 4 . 8 )
346 . FORMAT_( 3HZ= .  F 1 0 . 5  1
301 FORMAT ( O H I ^ U R t  = . F 1 2 . H )
2 0 0 . F O R M A T ( 4 F 1 2 . R )
2 0 2 F O R M A T ( 4 F 1 2 . B )
71)1 f o r m a t ( * H S T =  .  F 1 7 . 3 1
* 9 STOP
END
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Program o f 6 « H System
DIMENSION Ml (5* ) . '  
2 N l < 5 t 6 1 »  .M2t‘>»6 )  *
■ READ 1 0 0 *  ( M l ( I ) ,  
READ 1 0 0 * ( M 2 t n *  
“r e a d  l OG*  ( M 3 M ) *  
READ 1 0 0 *  (M&( ; ) ,
M 2 ( 5 ) «  M3 < 5 > *  K 4 ( 5 I ,  M 5 ( 5 ) ,  M 6 (3 » • 
N 3 < 3 * 6 ) * N 4 ( 5 * 6 > *  N 5 I 5 * 6 ) «  N 6 ( S * 6 ) * N R F (5 I
1 = 1 * 5 )
1 = 1 * 5 )
1 = 1 * 5 )
1 = 1 * 5 )
RE A D
READ
100*
100 *
(M5(I)♦ (M6(1) 1 = 1 * 5 )1 = 1 * 5 )
0 0 1 0  1 = 1 . 5  
J= 1
N 1 ( I . J ) = M 1 11 )
N 2 ( I . J ) = M 2 ( I )
N 3 ( 1 . J ) =M3I  I )
N 4 ( I . J ) = M 4 ( I )
N 5 ( I . J ) = M 5 < I )
N 6 ( I . J ) = M 6 ( I )
11 N S 1 = N 6 ( 1 . J )
N S 2 = N 1 ( | * J )
N S 3 = N 2 ( I . J ) .
N S 4 = N 3 ( I * J )
N S 5 = N 4 ( I * J )
NS6--N5 ( 1 *J  )
10
34
I F  ( N S l - M K l ) )  12» 1 3 .  12 
I F  ( N S 2 - M 2 ( I ) )  1 2 .  1 4 ,  12 
I F  ( N S 3 - M 3 ( I ) ) 1 2 ,  15 *  12
L E -  1 .N .5 4 -M 4 J _  I. ) X - i ,? J L  _ 1 6 *  _ 1 2 ____
I F ( N S 5 - M 5 ( I ) )  1 2 ,  1 7 .  12 
LEL-iN 5L&r J 5 & 1 1 U _ 1  J jl_ 1 8 * 1 2 _ _  
N R F ( I ) =J
ûa_ia-iü____________________
12 J = J+ 1
_______ NlJJj!JI=!^S_l.
N 2 ( I * J ) = N & 2JO,(JjuLL-jm-
N4(  I * J ) = N S 4  
N S I I . J )=NS5
N 6 I I . J ) = N S 6
_OD.JD_.ll_____ _
C Ü N T INUE  
...PUNCH _lJJOA_(N«LfJ.> 
DO 30  N X= 1 * 3
______________
DO
.N.C:00
30
30
1 = 1 ,5
I » 1 . 5 )
M U L = 1 ,  NRF ( I  
_ N R f f  < 6 «M U .l. J / N K F  ( JJ.
HX=NX#2  
.JJr% .(J3KL.-ii)LL_lU2_JA.t 
NR=NR+1
..DO 30_J=1*_5__ __
DO 30 MULM=1* N R F ( J )  
_NRER=( 6 * MOLD) / N R F ( J ) 
I F  I NRFR- MX) 3Ô* 3 8 r 30
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DO 3 0  H = l t N K F ( I )
L = ( N 1 (  I , K ) +N]  ( J t l  ) 1 * C N H  J «1 ) * N 2  < 1 » K) I ' K ) + N 2 <J  * 1 ) ) ÎL
?<N?t  J » l ) + N 3 ' (  I »K) J *  «N3I  I . K ) + N 3 (  J « l )  ) *  < iM3 « J » I  >+ N 4 T Î ,K )  )»t C J » l ) + N 3 ( i ! « . ) >  I * 1 «  ) I i 4  » I » > M
   î<  N3 t i j  K_I±NAJ J jJ . J )jL L N 4 l^ JJL ± l\^ _U j!<1 Ü L Ü il»  L r i  1 e
4 (N3 ( J • 1 ) +N6 ( I »!«. ) ] * (  K6< I »+lv4< J . l l » *  ( .'iA < J  .  1 l + M  { I . iC » l
I F  ( L - 1 )  3 0 ,  4 1 ,  41
41 N E F = 1 ? - ( M  ( 1 ,K. )+N2(  1 , K ) + N 3 (  1 
? N1 ( J ♦ 1 ) + N 2 ( J , 1 ) + N 3 ( J , 1 ) + N 4 ( J
, K ) + N 4 ( I , K ) + N 5 ( I , K ) + N 6 ( l , X ) +  
, I  ) + N 5 (  J , 1 )-tN6 ( J ,  1 ) )
GN=NEP
GN= G N/ 2 .
KW=K-1
NEW=NX*KW
22 I F(Nfc«r -3)  2 4 ,  2 3 ,  23
23 NEW=NFW-3
24
GO TO 22
PUNCH 1 1 1 ,  MX,  I ,  J ,  NR,  NC ,  K ,  NEW, L ,  GN
30 CONTINUE
lo o FORMAT( 3 1 5 )
111 FORMAT( 8 1 5 ,  F 5 . 1 )
4 9 STOP
DIM ENSIO N C l ( 5 , 3  I ,  C 2 < 5 , 5 1 ,  C 3 ( 5 * 5 ) « B K 5 ) » U2 I  5 J , 6 3 ( 5 » ,
F M K U a j ,  KA(  18 ) ,  N F l i a » ,  D A ( I E ) ,  D B d S » #  DC ( 1 8 ) ,  N A d l »
_ -------- US :±l QN_AlijL&5. » , A2 I 5  t.âJi.t_A3.L5.t.5J-,-----------------------------------------------------------
G A S d E ) ,  \ i G ( l B > ,  C 6 ( 1 8 l ,  AO ( 1 8  ) » 5 0 ( 1 8 ) ,  C 0 d 8 ) ,  A E ( 1 8 ) ,  BE ( 1 8 ) ,
jJ C L lJ L iU j_ e iii_ ij.iS .lj P ( 2 t l & » j  iH 1 8 1 , , jU a iJ U ----------------------------------------------------
HfcAO 1 0 4 ,  (MfU J ) , 1=]  , 1 8 )
._H£ALJ_JL0.4,,_( .VAi U .,_ i=  1 j iS J __________________________________________________
READ l ü 4 ,  ( N F t l ) ,  1 = 1 , 1 8 )
READ 4 0 0 ,  ( (P ,.<  I , J )  , 1 = 1 , 3 ) , J .= _ ii ia i_
1 READ 10 -J , I
ABÜ5 = 0 . 0
JÜJ.̂ LCH £..tUj_.Ji;S_____
K= 1
J F  JJ;1X_t 3 J _ I j __6j . _ I -
6 NC = 3
 RLAÜ-bSJl.>—I.LA3.t J ,t.n , .1 q,l„,,.5..).j— U iU L L .
READ 5 0 1 ,  ( ( C 3 ( 1 , J ) ,  1 = 1 , 5 1 ,  J = l » 5 )
_ _ m . A D _ e l l i J  .J-=JjJLl-i_JC 2i_L l .U .s i j .D .L ,_ _ ii3  (
1 , {i'«lA( 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 5  )
DO j 2 J = 1 , NC
— ÈjLA j_, U. )_= L_ —  — ■ - ----A2(1,J ) =0.0 
_32_ A3 ( I . J)_=ri.aRl.(..C3-l Lt.J,)J.i*.L£-SAll.l_.-J.)- A3( 1,1) = 1.0 
. . .  PUNCH .301 tL_,( ( -‘OJ L,.JJ j . _ l = i  i.= i , 5  ).
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GO TO 75 1 1 « 1=1.11. iR)f : ». 1 = 1 I . I I I 1 -- ------
2 ( N A ( I ) ,  1 = 1 , 3 )
 READ. . .5 U7L*. . U A l  t I , J ) .  1 = 1 , 3 ) .  J = 1 » ^ l . _  t _ L 4 ^ U J - ) - , -  L=LL,3.) * 3 4 -
1 » ( ( A 3 < I , J ) ,  1 = 1 , 3 ) ,
 R EA P-. CL!, L t.- j.L t -  I,£ =.L»3-)-ii— - Jj5.1-»34 j— 1=1., 3-)_
1 , ( ( C 3 ( I , J ) ,  1 = 1 , 3 ) ,  J = i , 3 )-Njc.=i _________
DO 33 1 = 1 , NC
-D Q -_33_J= 1  ,.N.C. _  ____
A l ( I . J I =SOdT ( C l ( I ,  J ) ) ( I , J )
-A 2 ± L  t_J ) 315 0 ■ j  J .( C.2 j j  ..t. J J J  j^z ̂  jt A 2  L L iJ L L ..
33  A 3 ( I , J ) =5 jK T ( C 3 { ! , J ) ) <  I , J )  
A 3 ! 1 , ? )
PUNCH 5 U 2 ,  { ( A ] ( I , J ) ,  1 = 1 , 3 ) ,  J = l , 3 ) ,  ( ( A 2 < | , J ) ,  1 = 1 , 3 ) ,  J = l , 3 )
 lJL l<  A ^ ( I  *.!}_?- 1 = 1 , 3  I . _ J = 1 , 3 ) ____________________________________________________
75 DO 5 1 = 1 , VC
- E i U L  = P.,____ _ ______________________________________________________ _ ___________
P 2 ( I ) = 0 .
P 3 1 n  =0 . ___________________________ ________________ _______ _________
DO 5 J = 1 ,N C
-L R i5 ± A l.<  L ,.J ]2 Ü llJ l± A 2 jJ [ .i .J )* .! j2 .L L l+ A 3 _ ll_ iL -L L *a .lJ _ J L j^
TB2= A l ! r , J  ) * ! ’. ! (  j  ) +A2  C I , J  ) * ü 3 ( j  ) +A3 ( ! , J I * 3 2  ( J ) 
.U i3  =...■■ A l l . I  jJ .L *U 2 L 4 i± A ?  ( .Lf-ULSLLLLJldJU. .I.I...x^l.±üai J ) 
P I  ( I ) =TBI  + P 1 ( I )
± 2 _ L L L = J li2 ± iI& llj_
P 3 ( !  ) ^ T 5 3 4 P 3 ( I ) 
JJQ_35_ ____
ANON.4( 1 ) = P i  ( I ) * « 2  + P2(  I I - : * 2+P3{  I ) * * 2 - P l  ( I ) * P 2 !  1 ) -  
X ^ 2iJ.L̂ .P?J.!.>--PLLtJ_̂ P;LLLl__________ ______________
35 A»b u=aB!>p -»-a.m d(<mij J_ .
DMOiL-i= 1 .Ü /S '. 'P T  ( ABB3 )
 D.O-.55_J_=l_,NC  _____
n i  ! I ) = l’ l ( I ) - "'.'OP.'/1 1 =P?11_LC: J 2'lU___
55  D3 ( I )  =P? ( I )  *'r.'ORr.f 
 ____
fB i'O ir -: ( .<) =
____ .Lf-.i 'f.-i > iA,..2.S.,._/.!5-------------- :___
8 5 N= K- 1
 LLi=j/.t.y LQ.C ÜJ________________________________
D1P = AHÏ>( (f ! r :PK. , ( , x) - f .  . V :ukM( , . )  ) s )  )
 IL.W.U u llj_t_JLL*,̂ î?___________________
__L--<.fl 
GO t o '  "75'1IH CViilxjoJL OLL:............. .......
PUNCH a:. A,  NX , '.V ( NX)  
H .̂(1,0_________ ____ __
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D 0 1 5 5  1 = 1 . 1 8  
D A ( I ) = U .
DK( I I = u  * 
C<- ( 1 ) =L .
X =N F ( I J 
5 = 1 . / { SORT< X ) »
0 0  155 J = 1 , N C  
,.l F_ ( >IA1I ) -NA.( J M  9 1 . 9 2 . 9 1
COA=0.
C 0 3 = C .
C 0 C = 0 .
GO TO 23 .........
92 lE=MI-i ( 1 1*NX
EA = m  ( J ) *S
E5= B 2 ( J ) * S
____ EC=...8 3 ( 0 ) * 5
2 I F  ( I E - 3 )  9 4 ,  95»  9 3
93 I E = I E - 3
GO TO 2
94 I F  ( I E - 1 ) 9 8 .  9 9 .  98
93 I F  ( I E - 2 )  9 5 .  2 1 .  95
99 COA=+FR ..........
C03=+EC
COC=EA
GO TO 23
AL___ÇÇ!Az + EC_..
COU=EACOC=EH
GO TO 23 
95  COA=EA
C0D=E3
COCf t C
23 DAC I ) =0/ '< r 1+COA 
 prM i ) -j-zi' ( r t > ro '
DC( !  ) ^ D C ( I I+COC 
155 C O M I ' l O E
00  700  1 = 1 . 1 8
j y u  ( I +nc ( ; iLHÜJJJ.-IM 3L U  J J.-JDA( I U .O C U . J.
H = SQRT t H )
  DO 5 0 J 1 = 1 , 1 8 ____  ________________________ ________________
J A ( I t  = ijA ( 1 ) /i I 
uD 11 1 =:;i; { n  / ‘ i5uO ' DCTi )'=OCI r» /:| '
5 1 0  IF { DA ( 2 ( 2 J ) 5 1 2 .  5 1 1 ,  51?
1_2 . _P 0, 5 17 ,. I =.l , 13.,
Dl  = D-\ I I )
_______________5______D3 = DC( 1 1 
_________ DA.(JLL!aU_____
D;j( I ) = J l  ,15 uC[ ! Î u?
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Oü TO 5 10
- 5 1 i  L F l Z L X , - 3 J _ 5 i l I
9 0 6  DO 706 1 = 1 . 1 6  
________ A S ( t ) = 0 A ( I )
>07.  906. 907
7 0 6
t îS(  ! )=DÜ ( î î 
C ^ ( I > = 0 C ( I )
PUNCH 6 0 5 ,  ' . . > ( 1 ) ,  a s m ,  c s m  
GO TO 31
9 07  
9 05
I F  ( N X - 2 1  9 3 0 ,  9 0 4 .  902  
DO 704  1 = 1 . 1 ’,
A 0 ( I ) = D A I I )
B 0 ( J ) = 0 ü ( I )
C O ( I ) = DC ( n
704 PUNCH 6 0 5 .  A 0 ( I J . B O ( I ) , CC( 1 }
GO TO 31
9 02 DO 702  I = t , l f )
A C ( I I = D A ( I )
U F ( I ) = D 3 ( n
CF(  I 1= D C ( I  1
702 PUNCH 60  5 .  A r ( l ) .  i l F t r i , c - m
31 CONl iNUE. 
E A = F V ( 3 I
E D = E V ( 2 )
t -C=EV( 1» . . ______
PUNCH 6 0 5 ,  FA.  t ü .  EC
PUNCH 3 4 6 ,  Z
POKT== ( 1 . / 6 .  )« (LO r,( t£AH
PUNCH 3 0 1 ,  POAT
L 3 = ( t O / E A ) 4 * 6
EC= ( FC/ EA 1 :! 46
K=1A
A = AS< 5 1 * C j>( n + C S ( KH*A6(wl + L L iL lfiiiJ U Ü
( K ) ’‘ CO ( j ) +C V { J ) +u^* ( 6 ) f I
\ j>r' C . \  a - L '  /  i \
(J ) )
U t J ) = A * A + I , !f .1+C*C-A*SU-' = 0.0 _ ___
6u
________ " 1:̂  « üDO '5 0 'jM'i lM 
50 SU’-i = S u:i+ rH  .1)UU 60
P I 1 , J  ) = 0 < J 1 / .jU 1 OU lu ' j':̂ Y.:7 
L : J  t 1 
13 IM7 . L f Y f  l , j )  ■ 
_ _ _  p _ ( . n  =( MT , ! I 
P( 7 ,? I :.(M l , V 1 
P t 2 .  0 ) =P  t 1 ,  ; 'M  
P t ? ,  1 4 ) = r  ( r ,  1 6  ) 
 £ : ". m  =PJ : , i_m i
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35
PUNCH 2 0 2 ,  ( p n  » j ) , j =  1 . 1 R t
PUNCH 2 0 2 ,  ( P ( 2 , j ) » 
DO 80 1 = 1 , 3
S L D t I  1 = 0 . 0  
Ü 070 J = l » 1 8
70
80
SLDt I )  =oLDt  I ) + ( i -xt  1 , J )  1 , J J / 6  . 0 )  
CONTINUE
SLD5 = SLDl't )+SLD(2 )+SLD« .3 1
.PUNCH 2 0 0  ,  C L D t l ) ,  S L D ( 2 ) ,  S L D ( 3 )  , SLDS ______
S I = 0 . 0
DO 90 J = l , i a
90 ST = ST + ( ,  5» (  1 , J l  - P ( 2 ,  J» )«LÜG( I> ( 1 , J )  ) I 
PUNCH 2 0 1 ,  ST
GO TO 1
104 FOiCV.ATf 1 Ü I 5 / 8 I S I
4 0 0 F 0 i < . ! A f t 6 < 9 F 5 . 2 /  I I
109 KOki 'AT ( F 1 2 . 8  1
501 FOiO'AT C l S F S . l / i C K S . i )
806 FON.v,ATt 1 0 F 5 . 1 / ‘, F S . 1  .  SI  5 1
8u4 FOk.” A r ( 9 F 5 .  1 , 3 15)
502 F 0 k l 1 A T ( 1 5 F 5 . 1 / 1 2 F - . i )
202 F0R?1AT(6F12.8/6F12. S/6F12.3 >
6 0 1 FO.r’ATtlS)
602 F O R M A T : 4 I 5)
604 FONi-ATlI5,ei4.t!)
6 05 f 013.’',AT t 3^ 1 4 . a )
346 FORMAT <3112= , F1C.5)
301 FOR.’IAT (6Hf*0KT= ,Fl2.a) .
200 FCR. 'AT t 4 F 1 2 . 3 )
201 FORMAT(4HST= , F 1 2 . 3 )
49 STOP
END
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